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                Map3D is a fully self-contained 3D stress analysis tool,

										designed for fast, easy model building and visualization of 3D models:

                	Self-contained 3D CAD system for model construction
	Built-in import/export to 3D-PDF, Excel, VRML, DXF and more.
	Embed Map3D models directly into PDF for interactive 3D viewing (3D PDF example
                       
                     requires Adobe Reader for 3D viewing)
	Advanced planar fault-slip (plastic) and 3D elasto-plastic boundary element (BEM) stress analysis
	64 bit platform and parallel processing allows for practically unlimited problem size
	Damage tracking enables elastic models to track damage history of overstressed zones as mining advances
	Seismic event visualization as light source shaded spheres with diameter and/or colour varying as magnitude, and contoured on a plane to display density etc.



                
                  Get started with Map3D
                   Latest Updates 
				  Publications
                


              

            

        


    







    


            
                  
                      
                          Map3D is a fully self-contained 3D stress analysis tool, designed for fast, easy model building and visualization of 3D models
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                Built-in CAD Functionality

                What sets Map3D apart from other analysis programs is its ability to accommodate a very wide range of problems in 3D. Large, complex, fully 3D problems can be built with ease using the built-in CAD functionality. Combined use of both FF and DD elements allows for simulations of 3D excavations with intersecting fractures or shear planes. The various versions of Map3D fully support plastic Fault-Slip and 3D rock-mass plasticity, featuring compatible input files for all versions thus providing a clear upgrade path as upgrades to advanced capabilities are required by the user.

                Explore Our Map3D Examples
            


        


    






      
        


          

            
              Why use Map3D 

            


            
              Integrated CAD

              Powerful integrated CAD interface, no third-party software required. - Import/export facility for input data to other CAD programs.

            


            
              Support & Training

              Extensive training program for both program functionality and detailed engineering results interpretation.

            


            
              Ease of Use

              Easy manipulation of results for interpretation of rock mass failure, slip on fault planes, results on oriented bore holes and ubiquitous slip on bedding planes or joint sets.

            


          

        

      

      




    
        


            
                Free Map3D Demo

                Powerful pre-processing capabilities automatically fix most model construction problems. Overlapping and intersecting surfaces are accommodated by the program without user intervention. Model discretization can be optimized by setting a few control parameters to automatically concentrate elements at locations of interest. These capabilities greatly ease the burden of model building letting you get on with engineering rather than spending your time debugging models.

                Download Demo
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                Events & Publications 

                
                    	
                            
                                Events
                                 Upcoming Events or Courses

                            
                        
	
                            
                                Publications
                                Recent Publications

                            
                        


                    

                        
                            
                                
                                    	Date	Time	Event
	
                                                    
                                                     April 8th - 10th 

                                                	
                                                     8AM-5PM 
                                                    (lunch included)

                                                	
                                                      April 2024 - Perth, Australia. 

                                                   
                                                    
                                                        Course Theme: The entire course will concentrate on hands on learning of model calibration, interpretation and application allowing participants to work through real examples in a combined lecture/tutorial style.

                                                        	
                                                                 Course presenter:  Dr. Terry Wiles  
                                                            
	
                                                                  Venue:  The Ritz-Carlton, 1 Barrack Street, Perth WA, Australia 
                                                            
	
                                                                  Phone:  +61-8-1800145004 
                                                            


                                                         Course Registration Inquiries 
                                                    

                                                    

                                                    Course Details
                                                


                                   
                                         More Course Information 
                                    

                                

                            

                        


                        
                            
                            	Title
                                    
	
                                             Elastic Softening to Simulate Plastic Yielding
                                        
	
                                             Map3D multi-processor/multi-disk benchmarks
                                        
	
                                             Map3D - CR example
                                        
	
                                             Map3D - KB example
                                        
	
                                             Map3D - V377 example
                                        
	
                                             Three Ways to Assess Mining Induced Fault Instability using Numerical Modelling - SARES (2014) - Keynote address 
                                        
	
                                             Modelling discontinuous rockmasses in three dimensions using Map3D - 1st Can. Symp.  Num. App. in Mining and Geom. (1993) 
                                        
	
                                            Evidence based model calibration for reliable predictions - Deep Mining (2007) - Keynote address 3-20 
                                        
	
                                            Reliability of Numerical Modelling Predictions - Int. J. Rock Mech. & Min. Sci. 43 (2006) 454-472 
                                        
	
                                            Rockburst Prediction Using Numerical Modelling - Realistic Limits for Failure Prediction Accuracy - RaSiM6 (2005) 57-63 
                                        
	
                                            Rock reinforcement design for overstressed rock using three dimensional numerical modelling - Ground Support (2004) 483-489 
                                        
	
                                            Loading system stiffness - a parameter to evaluate rockburst potential - Deep and High Stress Mining (2002) 8:1-11 
                                        
	
                                            Interpretation of microseismic monitoring data using numerical modelling - ACG Newsletter 2002 
                                        
	
                                            Integration of deterministic modelling with seismic monitoring for the assessment of rockmass response to mining: Part I Theory - RaSiM5 (2000) 379-387 
                                        
	
                                            Map3D-Cylindrical Hole in a Mohr-Coulomb Medium 
                                        
	
                                            Map3D-Tunnel with Overlying Fault in Mohr-Coulomb Medium
                                        
	
                                            Map3D-Cylindrical Hole in Elastic Medium
                                        
	
                                            Map3D-Strip footing on a Mohr-Coulomb Medium
                                        
	
                                            Map3D-Strip Loading on Elastic Medium
                                        
	
                                            Map3D - Circular footing on a Mohr-Coulomb Medium
                                        
	
                                            Map3D Manual Microsoft Compiled HTML (.chm) file
                                        
	
                                            Map3D Manual Online HTML with translation (.htm)
                                        
	
                                            Map3D PDF Manual Adobe Acrobat (.pdf) file 
                                        
	
                                            Map3D Ebook Manual (.exe) file
                                        


                        


                        
                    


                


            

        






      
      
        
          
          
            
              
                Trusted by engineers worldwide

              
            

          

          
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                    I had a very successful experience with Map3D. It is extremely user friendly and easy to navigate. It is a very powerful tool that provided all the necessary functions to achieve my project goals. In the case, where I needed extra help or guidance, it was easy to get in contact with Terry who responded in a timely manner - most of the times within 24 hours. Terry is constantly engaging with his users by providing tailiored solutions to their needs. For example when I approached Terry with an issue I was having with data collection, he adapted the program to include an additional function that helped me collect data more efficiently. This kind of support is unique to the Map3D brand. I am very satisfied with the software and the support of the Map3D team.

                    
						Myriam Jebali
McGill University, Montreal Quebec Canada
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    What an amazing program. I found it to be extremely user friendly once I got the hang of it after a few days, it was a real pleasure to work with it. The User's Manual within the program was easy to follow and was a great source of information during my (dissertation) write-up. Thank you Dr Wiles.

                    
                      George Kyriacou - Mopani Copper Mines, Nkana South mining operation, Zambia
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    Thanks for a wonderful course; I must say it is one of the best courses I have attended. So now I am full of ideas!

                    
                      Peter Fjellström, Rock Mechanics Engineer, Boliden Mines Technology, Boliden Sweden
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    I have found Map3D to be a useful tool for handling small and large-scale 3D geomechanical analyses. The CAD interface for building and sequencing the models is straightforward, allowing new users to catch-on. In conjunction with experience, observations, and calibration, the program can provide meaningful results to assist with design decision making. The diligent technical support provided by Terry and his team is much appreciated.

                    
                      Ben Cottrell, Senior Geotechnical Engineer, AMC Consultants (Canada)
                    
                  

                


                 
                  
                    I have used Map3D for the last 15 years and every time I had an issue with it was resolved within 24 hours. I would highly recommend using Map3D for numerical analysis purposes due to its ease in set and use, knowing support is available if required.

                    
                      P Kumar, Senior Geotechnical Engineer, Northparkes Mines, Australia
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    I have been using Map3D since the beginnings of this underground project. It has been the main tool for our analysis involving drift scale analysis, macrosequence analysis and seismic forecasting analysis. 
                    We like this tool because it is easy to learn and we can get good values to start working in engineering in short time. 
                    All of this makes Map3D an excellent tool for us..

                    
                      Juan Andres Troncoso Jarufe Codelco, Chile
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    Map3D as a mine-wide 3D stress modelling program in AGA. In the deep, narrow, tabular mining environment where we mine, the modelling program of choice must easily accommodate large mining areas and intricate 3D geometry in the model. 
                    3D non-linear codes are in general not cost effective for this routine type if modelling considering complexity and runtimes. 
                    Map3D is easy to use and cost effective to model stress redistribution associated with mining in this environment. 
                    We also use Map3D to model the expected field stress associated with a mining geometry and use that as input into a 2D or even 3D non-linear model where it is impractical to set up a mine-wide model.

                    
                      RLourens Scheepers, Manager Rock Engineering, Anglogold Ashanti, South Africa
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    I have found Map3D to be a 3D numerical software that is user friendly and assists in the overall engineered solution. I have used this software on over fifty(50) mine operations throughout the world and should be part of your tool box. Technical support is immediate and helpful particularly when one is conducting studies that are unique and conceptual in nature.

                    
                      Rimas Pakalnis (Pakalnis and Associates), Emeritus Professor at UBC, Canada
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    Map3D is a powerful and versatile 3D boundary element programme. I have been using Map3D for approximately 20 years, analysing multi-seam bord-and-pillar, longwall, pillar extraction, and complex sub-level open stoping mine designs. The software has evolved much in this period and Terry has always listened to clients’ needs and developed Map3D to incorporate client requests through regular and meaningful software updates. Of particular note is the support that has been provided by Terry over the years. He has always personally attended to my enquiries and has responded promptly, and has shown dedication patience in supporting me to developing solutions.

                    
                      Johann van Wijk, Principal Geotechnical Engineer, AMC Consultants, Australia
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    The MAP3D training course was complete with important information. Not only did it demonstrate how to build a model, it also provided an understanding of the numerical modelling and all its input parameters. Apart from that, the technical support service have promptly answered any questions I sent through email at my workplace.

                    
                      Mario Melhem Geotechnical Engineer, Sandfire Resources, Australia
                    
                  

                


                 
                  
                    One of best geotechnical softwares in the world, I desire to use it in underground mining geotechnical designing and geotechnical analysis.

                    
                      Tresor Mambundju
                    
                  

                


                 
                  
                    Yeah, I have been using Map3D since 2008 and I found it is a very powerful and flexible tool for stress modeling and model calibration: underground observations of ground response against stress redistribution. When I had questions about some features or special needs I asked directly to you and I found a very prompt and professional response.

                    
                      Cesar Ichillumpa,  North American Palladium, Canada
                    
                  

                

            
                
                  
                    Map3D has become the de facto standard for numerical modelling of mining layouts worldwide. The program is easy to use with
Courses run frequently for all levels of user. The support is excellent with responses provided within 24 hours. Any bugs are thoroughly investigated and a fix provided in the subsequent update.

                    
                      Steve Webber, Salt Lake Mining Pty Ltd, Australia 
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    I have been a Map3D user since the mid-nineties and have used it routinely for the past 20-odd years of my career for improving my understanding of underground rock mechanics design issues.  The code and user interface are simple to use and intuitive, having developed over many years of user interaction and continuous improvement. With Map3D, the response time to support-related queries is always swift and suggestions for code enhancements are welcomed and acted on.


                    From the earliest years of my association with Map3D I have been fortunate enough to know Terry Wiles personally and professionally and his ideas and teachings have inspired me in my pursuit of practical numerical solutions to mine design.

                    
                       Gordon Sweby, Senior Research Engineer, Australian Centre for Geomechanics 
                    
                  

                


                
                  
                    With Map3D program I can easy and fast construct and model underground rock excavations.
The provided support is good because it is fast and I get answer to my enquiries and suggestions that helps me to improve and finish my model.

                    
                       K. Pérez. Rock Mechanics Engineer, Boliden Mines, Sweden 
                    
                  

                


                 
                  
                     I have been a user of the Map3D software for many years. The software is friendly and easy to learn. The 64bit version dramatically improves the model run times. We use the results for long range planning at the mine and back analysis of underground observations.  Dr. Terry Wiles is always available to help.

                    
                       Ali Jalbout P.Eng., Snr. Ground Control Engineer, Canada 
                    
                  

                


              

            

          


           
            
                 View more testimonials from happy clients 
            


        


        

      
      
      





    
        
            
                  Ready to Order or renew your Map3D licence?
                

                 Buy or Renew License 
                  Make a payment 
            


        

    









    
        

            
                Map3D International Ltd
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                	 support@map3d.com 



                Rock Mechanics and Stress Analysis for the Mining, Civil and Geomechanics Industries.

                
                

            


            
                Why Use Map3D

                Map3D has been developed specifically for mining applications from the ground up. The program is designed to allow you to get high accuracy answers quickly, in order that you can get on with the engineering instead of the modelling. Large complex problems can be built easily either with Map3D’s own CAD interface or outside the program then imported in a variety of different formats.

                No other program can handle the analyses that Map3D can in the time (run pre & post processing time), cost (may times cheaper) and ease (Map3D can be used on site for routine analyses).

                Advantages of Map3D
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